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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
The problem with which this study is concerned is to
make an analysis of ten selected events in seven European
Background histoiy textbooks of recent publication and to
determine if there is any significant difference in the
various texts.
In many of our American schools the history textbook
continues to dominate classroom instruction, even though
there is a present day tendency to use supplementary
materials,, Prom the text that is used pupils acquire a
knowledge of the historical events of certain periods in
history.
Since a child's conception of an event as studied in
one text may be unlike that as studied in another, this
type of analysis study may be of some value in helping
facilitate a judicious selection of classroom texts to be
used in the teaching of European Background history.
This analysis will make a word count of the content
material included in ten selected events; record the men,
places, and dates mentioned in the events; and analyze the
pictures and activities related to the events*
This study hopes to determine how great a variation
there is in seven recent texts.
1

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OP iREVIOUS RESEARCH
An examination of the Bibliography of Research Studies
in Education 1/ and the theses available at the School of
Education, Boston University, presented evidence that
studies have been made which analyzed men, topics, and
pictures in American history textbooks . The writer could
find no research on the analysis of events in European
Background history texts. Some research in related studies
has been selected for review, which in the opinion of the
writer seemed to be pertinent to this study
•
Yagjian says in his study:
The total number of persons mentioned in
junior high school American history is enormous.
Moreover authors generally disagree as to the
most important people in history.
The writer feels that presidents have a
greater amount of space devoted to them than
their importance warrants
•
Doctors, scientists, religious leaders, and
literary leaders have made great contributions
to the progress of civilization. Their merits
1/ Bibliography of Research Studies in Education , listed
by the Federal Security Agency at the United States Office of
Education (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office)
2
4
3should be recognized. Pupils in junior high
school should be given more opportunities to
become acquainted with the lives of these
leaders who have contributed to the greatness
of our country. 2/
According to Israel:
The treatment of the textbooks differed
considerably. Some topics were thoroughly
treated in individual textbooks, while others
were omitted or brushed aside with few brief
facts . Prom the standpoint of quantity as
evidenced in the line count, the texts varied
on each item.
On main topics there is little difference
in interpretation, although on minor ones, some
texts omit and others treat them with brevity
.3/
Denio4/ completed a study in which he found one thou-
sand three hundred and nineteen persons mentioned. These
were not fully identified. One half of this number was
not sufficiently treated so as to influence the thinking
of the pupils. The author suggested a minimum of persons
to be studied in Modem European history. This number
should include writers, social reformers, scientists, and
musicians who have contributed to the development of our
civilization.
2/ Ralph A. Yagjian, "An Analysis of People in Junior
High School American History Textbooks," unpublished
Master* s paper, Boston University, 1948. p. 82.
3/ Jay B. Israel, "Certain Issues in American History
and Their Treatment in Ten High School Textbooks," unpub-
lished Master »s thesis, Boston University, 1948. p. 54.
4/ John P. Denio, "Persons Mentioned in Hve Modem
European History Textbooks," unpublished Master's thesis,
Boston University, 1948.
cc
Murphy reveals in his research that:
In the analysis of all the topics no two
books agree except in very few instances. There
was never an agreement among any three books.
Thirty- five topics were analyzed. Of this
group, two topics received no mention in any of
the books .
^/
In a study of the treatment of World War I Comforth 6/
and Walsh 7/ found great diversity in the manner in which
events, place locations, maps, men, and dates were mentioned.
In view of this fact a child *s knowledge of an historical
event studied in one text woxild be quite different from that
studied in another,
A study by Wheeler regarding illustrations says:
An investigation of the social studies
material now available concerning pictures as
textbook illustrations discloses that the authors
of social studies textbooks, teachers of social
studies, and others interested in the social
studies consider pictures to be useful and valuable
illustrations.
History textbooks are illustrated for the
benefit of the students and the extent to which
^ Charles J. Murphy, "An Analysis of Topics in
High School American History Textbooks," unpublished
Master *s paper, Boston University, 1948. pp 52-54.
6/ Marie C. Comforth, "An Analysis of the Treatment
of World V/ar I in Eleven Junior High School History Text-
books," unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1932.
7/ Emily L. Walsh, "An Analysis of the Treatment of
World War I in Ten Junior High School History Textbooks,"
unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1946.

students read the illustrations determines
how much they will learn from such illus-
trations » 8/
In a more recent study on the elementary level Edwards
presented evidence which says:
The majority of people in the books
achieved distinction because of the deeds
they performed as adults. A minority of
characters had their entire biographies
presented. ^
As regards pictures Bixby 10/ is of the opinion that
textbooks should contain pictures rich in content. They
should tell a story that will help the child gain an in-
creased understanding of the event.
These analyses studies give evidence that there is
agreement among investigators as to the wide variation
in different textbooks on the treatment of topics, men,
and pictures.
8/ Lloyd L. Wheeler, "A Survey of Papil Interest in
Certain Illustrations of a History Textbook, " unpublished
paper, Boston University, 1947. pp 1-5.
9/ Mary M. Edwards, "An Analysis of People in Fifth
Grade American History Textbooks," unpublished Master *s
paper, Boston University, 1946. p. 97.
10/ Edith P. Bixby, "The Treatment of Africa in Eight
Sixth Grade Geography Textbooks," unpublished Master's
paper, Boston University, 1946.
c
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
I
In selecting the ten events to be analyzed the writer
could find no available source which indicated what events
should be taught in sixth grade European Background history,
I Therefore, ten events were chosen which, in the opinion of
the writer, helped to develop the child* s conception of the
contributions which men of other lands have made to civili-
, zation. These events are representative of different
periods in European Background history namely; Egyptian,
Babylonian, Greek, Roman, and Middle Ages,
j|
j|
The Age of Primitive Man was not included in this
analysis because sufficient content was not presented in
the various texts,
I Seven Eiaropean Background history textbooks were used
for this study. All the books were published since 1942.
I
The following seven textbooks were selected. The letter
I
preceding the name of each book represents the textbook
throughout the study and is used as a code letter.
A Iteeland, George E,, and James T. Adams, America's
^ World Backgrounds . Hew York: Charles Scribner's
Sons Company, 1948. 501 pp.
6

B Grimm, Mabel R., Matilda Haghes, and Geoffrey Bruiin,
The Old World , Evanston, Illinois: Row, Peterson
and Company, 1948, 448 pp.
0 Hartman, Gertinide, Lucy S. Saunders, and Allan Nevins,
Builders of the Old World . Boston: D. 0. Heath
and Company, 1946, 468 pp»
D Kelty, Mary G., Other Lands and Other Times , Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1942. 416 pp»
E McClure, C. H., Charles C. Scheck, and W. W. Wright,
A World Background for the United States . Uew York:
Laidlow Brothers Company, 1946. 512 pp.
P McGuire, Edna, Glimpses into the Long Ago . New York:
The Macraillan Company, 1945. 406 pp.
G West, Ruth, and Willis M. West, The New World *s
Poundations in the Old . Boston: Allyn and Bacon
Company, 1946. 408 pp.
The following analysis was made for each of the ten
selected events in seven European Background history texts:
Word count
Men mentioned
Places mentioned
Dates mentioned
Pictures
Activities
One event, The Olympic Games , has been quoted in full
from each of the seven texts in order to show the difference
in the extent of treatment in the various texts.
Each textbook was analyzed to determine how much
space was allotted to each event. In order to facilitate
the word count the average number of words in each line

was fotuid by selecting at random a paragraph of ten solid
lines. The total number of words in these lines was div-
ided by ten, e.g. in Builders of the Old World by Gertrude
Hartman and Lucy S . Saunders there were 106 words in the
total of ten lines mald-ng an average of 10»6 words per line#
If a certain event required a coverage of sixty-four
lines, the average 10.6 was multiplied by sixty-four • A
careful count was made of the fractional parts of lines,
that is, lines that were cut up by pictures or incomplete
at the end of paragraphs.
The names of men and places were arranged alphabetic-
ally under each of the ten events in which they appeared.
An asterisk was placed under each textbook heading to in-
dicate that the name of the man or place, mentioned in the
event, was found in that text.
Dates were arranged chronologically xmder each of the
ten events in which they appeared. An asterisk was placed
under each textbook heading to indicate that the date,
mentioned in the event, was found in that text.
The pictures relative to the ten events were listed
according to the text and event. The captions, size, and
type of pictures were recorded. If there were no pictures
relative to the event a proper notation was made.
The activities relative to each of the ten events were
listed according to the text and the event. They were

classified as to the type, oral discussion, things-to-do,
and written exercises. The activities were recorded just
as they appeared in the text. If there were no activities
relative to the event a proper notation was made.
c
CHAPTER IT
THE AMYSIS OP THE TEXTBOOKS
EVENTS
Ten events in seven European Background history texts
have been selected which help to develop the child »s con-
ception of the contributions which men of other lands have
made to civilization. They are representative of different
periods in European Background history, namely; Egyptian,
Babylonian, Greek, Roman, and Middle Ages. The capital
letters are used to indicate the different texts as dis-
cussed in Chapter III.
Table I shows in which text different events were
fo\md.
TABLE I
Ten Selected Events Pound In Seven European
Background History Texts
Texts A B C D E P G
Egjrptian Writing *
Building the
Pyramids it
Laws of Hammurabi it at
The Olympic Games it it it
Battle of
Marathon « «- it at
10
I
TABLE I (continued)
Texts A B C E Gr
Eall of Rome * »
Birth of Christ
Signing the
Ifiagna Charta *
Battle of
Hastings «
Charlemagne
Crowned Emperor *
Table I shows that in the seven texts investigated all
of the events were found in five books • Text A omitted one
event, Laws of Hsunmurabi , and text D omitted four events,
Battle of Marathon
,
Signing the Magna Charta , Battle of
Hastings , and Charlemagne Crowned Emperor . This finding
would indicate that textbook writers consider the ten
selected events significant in the teaching of European
Background history
«
Table II shows the difference in extent of treatment
for each of the ten selected events in seven European Back-
ground history texts*
TABLE II
TTumber Of Words Por Each Of Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
Texts A B C D E P Gr
Egyptian
Writing 211 286 446 1048 329 138 329
Building
the Pyramids 336 340 506 569 130 259 211

TABLE II (continued)
JXtS A B C D E P G
Laws of
Hammurabi 256 435 674 191 266 250
The Olympic
Games 63 854 791 358 198 323 148
Battle of
Marathon 142 262 273 251 64 524
Eall of Rome 185 255 426 643 237 188 135
Birth of Christ 178 580 509 167 286 402 115
Signing the
Magna Charta 201 630 1330 379 227 864
Battle of
Hastings 59 172 397 283 138 279
Charlemagne
Crowned Emperor 106 126 56 168 141 110
Table II shows a wide variation in word count. As
shown in Table I Battle of Marathon > Signing the Magna
Charta, Battle of Hastings , and Charlemagne Crowned Emperor
were omitted from text D. The Laws of Hammurabi was omitted
from text A. Text C recorded the highest word count for
the event Signing the Magna Charta and the lowest word count
for the event Charlemagne Crowned Emperor . Texts E and G
recorded the same word count for the event Egyptian Writing .
This same event which was found in all the texts showed that
text D recorded more than seven and a half times as many
words as text P.
t
TABI£ III
Total Number Of Y/ords Por Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
Text A 1481
Text B 3761
Text 0 5169
Text D 3459
Text B 2452
Text P 2146
Text G 2965
Table III shows that text C had the largest total word
count for ten selected events. The event, Signing the Magna
Charta
.
was treated vei^r extensively in text C. The event,
Olympic Games , received a large word count in text C. Text
B, the latest publication of all texts, was second in word
count. In this text, the event, Olympic Games
,
was also
given a high word count. Since the event, Laws of Hammurabi
,
was omitted from text A, only five of the events which
appeared in text D can be compared. Text D had a total
word count of two thousand seven hundred eighty-four, for
five events. This was the largest word count of the five
events as compared with the same five events in all other
texts
.
ct
TABLE 17
RarOc Order Of Each Of The Ten Selected Events
Listed According To Word Count In Each Of Seven
European Backgroiind History Texts
5XtS A B C D E F G
Building
the lyramids 1 4 4 4 10 4 6
Egyptian Y/riting 2 5 5 1 2 8 3
Signing the
Magna Charta 5 2 1 1 5 1
Eall of Rome 4 8 7 3 6 6 8
Birth of Christ 5 3 3 6 3 1 9
Battle
of Marathon 6 6 9 5 10 2
Charlemagne
Crovraed Emperor 7 10 10 -»{• 9 7 10
The Olympic Games 8 1 2 5 7 2 7
Battle
of Hastings 9 9 8 -* 4 9 4
Laws of Hammurabi 7 6 2 8 3 5
-* omitted from text
Table IV shows that Signing the Magna Charta ranked
first in texts C, E, G, and second in text B. Other events
that ranked first were Building the I^ramids in text A,
Olympic Games in text B, Egyptian Writing in text D, and
Birth of Christ in text P. Events that ranked second were
Building the I^yramids in text A, Signing the Magna Charta
in text B, Olympic Games in text C, Laws of Hammurabi in
text D, and Battle of Marathon in text G.

This rank order indicates that Signing; the Magna Charta ,
Olympio Games and Egyptian ?/riting were treated the most ex-
tensively of the ten selected events. As shown in the table
Battle of Hastings and Charlemagne Crovmed Emperor were
given the smallest treatment,
MEN
There is no certainty as to whether men make history
or history makes men, nevertheless, it is important to
find out how many men are mentioned in the events,
TABLE V
Men Mentioned In Each Of Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
Texts A B 0 D E F G
Egyptian Writing
Building
the Pyramids
Columbus *
Gizeh » *
Khufu * «
Pharaoh * *
Laws of Hammurabi
King Hammurabi * « * » *
The Olympic Games
Zeus * <?{• ${• «
Battle of Marathon
Darius * * « «
Miltiades * if *
Phidippides * *
I!all of Rome
Alaric »
Augustus *
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Texts
TABLE V (continued)
A B C D
Fall of Rome (continued)
Odoacer
Theodosius
Birth of Chrisrt
Augustus
Jesus
King David
Pontius Pilot
Samaritan
Signing the
Magna Charta
Archbishop
of Canterbury
King Edward I
King Henry I
King Henry III
King John
King Richard I
King Richard II
Stephen Langton
Battle of Hastings
King Alfred
King Edward
the Confessor
Harold
William Duke
of Normandy
Charlemagne
Crowned Emperor
Charlemagne
Pope
•if if
#
E P
Table V shows the different men mentioned in the ten
events, A # shows that the event was omitted in the text.
Signing the I^gna Charta mentioned eight men, whereas Laws
of Hammarabl mentioned one. It was evident that the nature
of the event determined to a large degree the number of men
mentioned.
c
TABLE VI
Total Number Of Different Men Mentioned
In All Ten Selected Events In Each Of Seven
European Background History Texts
Text A 10
Text B 18
Text C 15
Text D 6
Text E 11
Text P 11
Text G 14
Table VI shows that text B, the latest publication of
the seven texts, mentioned the largest total number of dif-
ferent men in all of the ten selected events. The total
n-umber of different men mentioned in texts P and E were
similar. Except for text D which Table I shows omitted
Battle of Marathon
,
Signing the Magna Charta , Battle of
Hastings , and Charlemagne Crowned Emperor , the total number
of different men mentioned for all the events in the seven
texts does not show a wide variation. The total number of
different men mentioned in all events was thirty-one.
The element of place is fundamental to a clear under-
standing of an historical event.
The social studies make constant use of the
names of cities, countries, states, and rivers.
Time and place furnish the two specific elements
HiACES

that make events tangible auid significant. 1/
TABLE VII
Places Mentioned In Each Of Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
Texts A B C D E P G
Egyptian Writing
Egypt * -Jt
Nile # * * *
Building the pyramids
Cairo -m-
Egypt » « «
Egyptian Desert *
Memphis *
Nile River * *
United States *
Valley of the Kings *
Laws of Hammurabi #
Asia *
Babylonia * *
Babylon *
Egypt *
The Olympic Games
Babylonia *
China *
Egypt 'it
Greece * * % <«•
India
Olympia » *
Battle of Marathon #
Aegean Sea * * »
Asia Minor * *
Athens * -jf * * *
Black Sea *
Egypt *
Greece * *
Persia »
1/ Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies ,
Boston: L. C. Heath and Company, 1942 pp. 275 - 276.
(St
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Texts
TABLE VII (continued)
ABODE
Battle of Marathon (continued)
Phoenicia
Plains of
Marathon *
Sparta
Pall of Rome
Africa
Britain *
Byzantium
Constantinople
Danube River
Europe
Gaul
u-emiania
Italy *
Rhine River
Rome
Spain
Birth of Christ
Bethlehem « * «
Jericho
Jenisalem *
Juaea ic
Palestine «
Rome
Roman Syria
Signing the
#Magna Charta
America
Canterbury
England * «
Prance
London
Runnymede it
Thames River
Battle of Hastings #
England
English Channel
Prance
Hastings •if
London
Hormandy «

20
TABLE VII (continued)
Texts ABODE
Charlemagne
Crowned Emperor #
Atlantic Ocean
Belgium * *
Danube River *
Prance *
G-ermany *
Holland *
Italy * « *
Iforth Sea »
lyrenees *
Rhine River *
Rome *
Spain * * *
Switzerland *
Western Europe * *
Table VII shows the different places mentioned in the
ten events. A # shows that the event was omitted in the
text. The range in the number of places mentioned was from
two to fourteen. The largest number of places listed in
the event, Charlemagne Crowned Emperor was seven times
greater than the smallest number listed in the event,
Egyptian Writing . The number of different places listed
for all events was seventy- five
TABLE VIII
Total Number Of Different Places Mentioned
In All Ten Selected Events In Each Of Seven
European Background History Texts
Text A 10
Text B 25
Text C 29
Text D 17
€
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Text E 25
Text P 20
Text G 28
Table VIII shows that text C, which had the largest
number of places, mentioned nearly three times as many as
text A. As shown in Table I, text D omitted the events,
Battle of Marathon , Signing the Magna Charta , Battle of
Hastings , and Charlemagne Orowned Emperor , This accounts
for the small number of places mentioned. Texts B and E
mentioned the same n\imber of places.
DATES
The content of events sometimes presents dates. These
can be used to help the child to see the sequence and re-
lationships of events.
TABLE IX
Dates Mentioned In Each Of Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
Texts B D E
Egyptian Writing
Building
the Pyramids
3000 B.C.
1923
laws of Hammurabi #
1920 B.C.
2000 B.C.
2100 B.C.
c
TABLE IX (continued)
Texts ABODE
The Olympic Games
1904 *
1952 *
Battle of Marathon #
500 B.C. *
490 B.C. * * *
Pall of Rome
300 A.D. *
400 A.Do »
410 A.D* *
476 A.D. * * *
Biirth of Christ
Signing the
Magna Charta #
1214 »
1215 June 15 * *
1215 * * «- «
Battle of Hastings #
1042 *
1066 * »
1066 Oct. 14 *
1066 Dec. 25 *
Charlemagne
Crovmed Emperor #
800 A.D. * »
800 Dec. 25 * *
Table IX shows the different dates mentioned in the
ten events . A # shows that the event was omitted in the
text. Pour different dates were listed for Pall of Rome
and Battle of Hastings . No dates related to two events,
Egyptian Writing and Birth of Christ were mentioned. The
dates 476 A.D., 490 B.C., and 1215 appeared in four texts.
'I'c
i
TABLE X
Total Number Of Different Dates Mentioned
In All Ten Selected Events In Each Of Seven
European Background History Texts
A
Text B 9
Text C 9
Text D 2
Text £ 5
Text 2
Text G 5
Table X shows that texts B and C mentioned the largest
number of dates. Texts A, E, and G mentioned the same
number. Two dates related to the events were found in texts
P and D. The number of different dates was twenty-two,
PICTURES
Pictures which illuminate texts should be carefully
selected. They should be accurate since they present many
vivid ideas of historical events.
The social studies teacher who is interested
in presenting important facts in an unforgettable
manner may profitably consider the use of pictures
as aids possessing untold power of instruction.
The signing of important treaties and historic
documents such as Magna Chaorta, the Mayflower Compact,
and the Declaration of Independence furnish pictures
valuable as introductions to discussions. 2/
2/ leland S. March, "Pictures in Social Studies
Teaching," Social Education
, 5:26, January, 1941.
ic
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This study presents a great variety of pictures in
the seven texts. Due to this fact there seemed to be no
satisfactory way of arranging them in a table. The
captions and types of pictures are listed according to the
text and event in which they appeared,
TISCT A
Egyptian Y^riting 'S P-*
Building the Pyramids
1 Black and white half page picture.
Caption: An Arab at prayer in front of the Sphinx;
the pyramids show in the background.
2 Black and white less than half page pictures
.
Caption: Pyramids showing the size of the stone
blocks on which they are made.
Laws of Hammurabi #
The Olympic Games
1 Black and white half page picture.
Caption: Final of 800 meter dash in Olympics of
our day.
2 Black and white less than half page picture.
Caption: The finish of a foot race in the original
Olympics in Greece.
Battle of Marathon
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
Caption: Athenian Poot- Soldier Charging the Persians
at Marathon.
Pall of Rome IT P
Birth of Christ
1 Black and white half page picture.
Caption: Jesus in His life and teaching spent much
time among the poor.
Signing the Magna Charta
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
Caption: King John signing the Magna Charta.
UP*- no pictures related to the event.
<
TEXT A (continued)
Battle of Hastings N P
Charlemagne Crovmed Emperor
1 Black and white less than half page pictiire.
Caption: Charlemagne's Imperial Crown.
TEXT B
Egyptian Writing IT P
Building the lyramids
1 Colored half page picture.
Caption: The Egyptian pyramids were burial places
for the Pharaohs. Hundreds of slaves labored many
years to build pyramids.
Laws of Hammurabi N P
The Olympic Games
1 Colored picture extending across the top of two
pages of the text.
Caption: Most exciting of all Olympic games were
Chariot Races.
Battle of Marathon N P
Fall of Rome N P
Birth of Christ N P
Signing the Magna Charta
1 Colored fall page picture.
No caption. King John signing the Magna Charta.
Battle of Hastings U P
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor N P
TEXT C
Egyptian Writing
1 Black and white sketch.
Caption: Picture Writing.
i
TEXT C (continued)
Building the Pyramids
1 Colored less than half page pictures.
No captions • Two pictures showing the slaves
dragging blocks of stone to build the pyraunids.
Laws of Hamimirabi
1 Black and white less than half page pict\ire.
No Caption. Babylonian before King Hammarabi.
The Olympic Games
1 Black and white sketches.
No captions. Discus Thrower, Men Wrestling, and
Chariot Races.
Battle of Marathon N P
Fall of Rome N P
Birth of Christ
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
No caption. Samaritan Helping Jacob.
Signing the Magna Charta
1 Colored full page picture.
No caption. King John signing Magna Charta.
Battle of Hastings
1 Colored less than half page picture.
No caption. William the Conqueror landing on
English soil,
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor N P
TEXT D
Egyptian Writing
1 Black and white half page picture.
Caption: Egyptian Hieroglyphic Writing.
2. Black and white half page picture.
Caption: Rosetta Stone.
3 Black and white less than half page picture.
Caption: Scribe Writing on Papyras.
(< •
TEXT D (continued)
Building the Pyramids
1 Black and white full page picture
»
Caption: Building a Pyramid.
Laws of Hammurabi IS P
The Olympic Games
1 Black and white less than half page picture
•
Caption: At the Olympic Games
•
Battle of Marathon #
Pall of Rome IT P
Birth of Christ
1 Black and white picture extending across the top
of two pages
.
Caption: A Meeting of Early Christians.
Signing the Magna Charta #
Battle of Hastings #
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor #
TEXT E
Egyptian Writing
1 Colored half page picture.
Caption: In ancient Egypt the scribes kept records
for the pharaohs
.
Building the Pyramids 11 P
Laws of Hammurabi N P
The Olympic Games N P
Battle of Marathon N P
Pall of Rome N P
Birth of Christ
1 Colored half page picture
Caption: Christ before Pilot.

TEXT E (continued)
Signing the Magna Charta
1 Colored full page picture.
Caption: King John was forced to sign the Magna
Charta. Thus the nobles and churchmen made him
agree to respect the rights of his people.
Battle of Hastings K P
Chgirleinagne Crowned Emperor
1 Colored half page picture.
Caption: On Christmas Day in the year 800, as
Charlemagne knelt in prayer, in the church of St.
Peter, the Pope placed a golden crown upon his head.
TEXT P
Egyptian Writing
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
Uo Caption. Drawings of Hieroglyphics,
Building the Pyramids
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
No caption. Slaves dragging blocks of granite.
2 Black and white less than half page picture.
No caption. Sphinx with pyramids in the background.
laws of Hammurabi N P
The Olympic Games
1 Black and white less than half page picture,
No caption. Three scenes showing Chariot Race,
Discus Thrower, and Greek Warriors,
Battle of Marathon
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
No caption. Persian and Greek soldiers preparing
to meet at Marathon.
Pall of Rome N P
Birth of Christ
1 Black and white half page picture
.
No caption. Roman soldier bowing before the king.
I
TEXT P (continued)
Signing the Magna Chart
a
1 Black and white half page picture.
]Jo caption. King John signing the Magna Charta.
Battle of Hastings IT P
Charlemagne Crovmed Emperor 'S P
TEXT G
Egyptian Writing N P
Building the Pyramids
1 Black and white half page picture.
Caption; The Sphinx Today, with pyramids in the
distance - the Great Pyramid to the right.
Laws of Hammurabi N P
The Olympic Games
1 Black and white less than half page picture.
Caption: Modem Greek Girls (1927 A.D.) rehearsing
a dance and music for a revival of an ancient Greek
play at Delphi.
2 Black and white sketch.
Caption: Drawing from a Greek vase representing a
youth just crowned with an olive wreath as a victor
in the Olympic Games.
Battle of Marathon
1 Colored full page picture.
Caption: The Athenian Charge at Marathon.
Pall of Rome U P
Birth of Christ N P
Signing the Magna Charta
1 Black and white full page picture.
Caption: King John signing the Magna Charta - as
modern artists picture the scene.
t
TEXT G (continued)
Battle of Hastings
1 Black and white less than half page pictvire.
Caption: Battle of Hastings - the final stand
of Saxon Harold and his footmen against Duke
William and his Norman knights
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor N P
TABIE XI
Number Of Pictures Por Each Of Ten Selected Events
In Seven European Background History Texts
jxts A B C D E P G
jiigypoian wrxbing iMx J. JL "MP
Building
the Pyramids 2 1 1 1 NP 2 1
Laws of Hammurabi # NP 1 NP NP NP NP
The Olympic Games 2 1 1 1 NP 1 2
Battle of
Marathon 1 NP NP # NP 1 1
Pall of Rome NP NP NP NP NP NP NP
Birth of Christ 1 NP 1 1 1 1 NP
Signing the
Magna Chart
a
1 1 1 # 1 1 1
Battle of Hastings NP NP 1 # NP NP 1
Charlemagne
Cro7med Emperor 1 NP NP # 1 NP NP
Table XI shows that the number of pictures related to
each event varied from none to eight. The evenls Olympic
Games and Building the I^ramids were illustrated the
largest number of times. There were no pictures for the
(
event, Fall of Rome . The event, Building the Pyramids
was illustrated in texts A, B, C, D, P, and G. Egyptian
Writing was illustrated in texts C, D, E, and P. Signing
the Magna Charta was illustrated in texts A, B, 0, E, P,
and G-.
TABLE XII
Total Number Of Different Pictures Por All
Ten Selected Events In Each Of Seven
European Background History Texts
Text A 8
Text B 3
Text C 7
Text D 6
Text E 4
Text P 7
Text G 6
Table XII shows that text A had the largest number
of pictures but as shown in Table III, it had the lowest
word count. Text B had the smallest number of picjaires,
but the second highest word count. Texts C and P, also
texts Gr and D had the same number of pictures. Text B,
with three pictures and text E, with four have the dis-
tinction of presenting all colored pictures.
c
TABLE XIII
Number Of Different Size Pictures Por Ten Selected
Events In Seven European Background History Texts
Size of Picture A B C D E P G Total
Poll Page 1 1 1 1 2 6
Half Page 3 2 2 3 2 1 13
Less Than
Half Page 5 6 3 5 3 22
Totals 8376476 41
Table XIII shows that more than half of the total
number of pictures were less than half page. One third
of this number were half page*
Table XIV shows the number of pictures according to
type of picture.
TABLE XIV
Number Of Different Type Pictures Por Ten Selected
Events In Seven European Background History Texts
Type of Picture _A B C D_ _E F G_ Total
Full page
Colored 11 1 14
Half Page
Colored 2 3 5
Less than Half
Page Colored 2 2
Totals 3 3 4 1 11
Table XIV shows that four texts presented eleven
colored pictu.res, out of a total of forty-one. Texts A,
D, and (J had no colored pictures.
(-
ACTIVITIES
Activities help to point out significant facts. They
reinforce the main events of the text and stimulate an in-
terest in extensive reading.
TEXT A
Egyptian Writing N A*
Building the Pyramids
Type Oral Discussion
1. Look up the ways different pyramids were built.
(1) Were they built of stones, or were the stones
made fxom cement or concrete?
(2) How did the slaves get the stones or materials
to the top?
(3) How long did it usually take to build a pyramid?
(4) What is inside a pyramid?
Laws of Hammurabi N A
The Olympic Games N A
Battle of Marathon N A
5^11 of Rome N A
Birth of Christ N A
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Oral Discussion
1. Why was the Magna Charta so important in the history
of the English People?
N A* - no activity related to the event.

TEXT A (continued)
Battle of Hastings N A
Cliarlemasne Crowned Emperor
Type Oral Discussion
1. Do you think Charlemagne was well named?
2, G-ive a short talk on what you consider the greatest
gift from Charlemagne to the people of Western
Europe said to us.
TEXT B
Egyptian Writing
Type Written Exercise
1, Write sentences about Egypt. Use one of the
following words in each sentence,
surveyors papyrus scroll
irrigation hieroglyphics granary
Building the Pyramids
Type Things-to-do
1. Make a cardboard model of a pyramid,
laws of Hammurabi
Type Written Exercise
1. Tell why the following statements are true or false,
and why you think so.
(1) Hammurabi published the laws of Babylon.
(2) Babylonian and Egyptian writing are not alike.
(<
TEXT B (continued)
The Olympic Games
Type Written Exercise
1, Write sentences about Greece, Use one of the
following words in each sentence,
engineer candidate revere
architect crafts pomergranate
descended citizen javelin
discus endure
Battle of Marathon
Type Oral Discussion
1. Imagine that you are a soldier in the Battle of
Ivlarathon. What had the Persian king asked for
that made the Athenian go to war against him?
lall of Rome
Type Oral Discussion
1. Explain what is meant by the "Pall of Rome,"
Birth of Christ
Type Things-to- do
1, On a map of the Roman Empire, locate the following
places: Ga\il, Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Oral Discussion
1. Imagine you live in England while things you have
been studying about are taking place.
(
TjEST B (continued)
Signing the Magna Charta (continued)
Tell what happened before King John set his seal
to the Great Charta or Magna Charta.
Type Wiltten Exercise
2« Tell whether the statements given below are true
or false and why you think so,
(1) King Alfred asked advice of no one.
(2) King Henry II ordered a record made in
England called Domesday Book.
(3) King Alfred and the people who came with
the Norman invasion both helped to develop
the English language.
(4) Magna Charta gave new rights to all the
people of England.
(5) The King of England lost power as the Great
Council gained it,
(6) King Henry VIII helped England to grow.
Battle of Hastings
Type Written Exercise
1. Imagine that you are a Saxon living in England
when William of Formandy conquered the land.
(1) Write a paragraph telling why you do not
like the Norman leader
•
(2) Compare William* s rule with Alfred* s.

TEXT B (continued)
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor
Type Things-to-do
1. Draw a pictiire of one of the following:
(1) Charlemagne and his family and officers
traveling to one of his villas.
(2) Charlemagne as he was crowned emperor.
(3) A man wearing clothes such as Charlemagne
wore •
TEXT C
Egyptian Writing
Type Things- to-do
1. Begin to keep a "Story of Records," Make a
scroll such as the Egyptians used for writing.
On this draw some of the Egyptian pictorial
designs.
Building the Pyramids
Type Things-to- do
1. Imagine that you are an Egyptian slave. How
would it feel to do heavy work in building or
farming? Dramatize this to your classmates by
your arm movements. Your slow, your stooped
body, and your tired face.
Laws of Hammurabi TS A
(
TEXT C (continued)
The Olympic Games
Type Oral Discussion
1, Where were the Olympic Games held in modern days?
2. How often were these games held and who took part?
Battle of Marathon IT A
Pall of Rome
Type Oral Discussion
1. What are some of the evils slavery brings to a
country?
2, In your book find ways slavery helped to cause
Rome's fall.
Birth of Christ N A
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Oral Discussion
1, The Magna Charta represents a high point in the
struggle of the English people for liberty. What
event in the history of the United States marks
a similar high point in our onward struggle for
liberty and freedom?
Type Written Exercise
2, From the list below choose the word or group of
words needed to make each of the following complete
and true.
(1) The right of trial led to greater
justice
•

TEXT C (continued)
Signing the Magna Charta (continued)
(2) The body of laws which governed the rich and
poor alike became known as the .
(3) The Magna Charta was signed at •
(4) The Magna Charta was read to King Henry
in the hall of
•
(5) Before the king could levy taxes, the
must give its consent,
(6) In 1295 for the first time included
representatives of the church, nobles, and
the conamon people.
(7) The people gained for their liberties
by the Magna Charta
•
(8) Representatives in Parliament from countries
and towns were called
•
(9) If a serf succeeded in hiding in a town for
a year and a day, he gained his
•
(10) England »s great contribution to civilization
during the Middle Ages was giving to the
people some of the formerly in the
hands of the king.
I*
f
TEXT C (continued)
Parliament
power
Great Council
protection
Runnymede
Commons
ftreedom
common law
Westminster
Battle of Hastings H A
Charlemagne Crowned Enrperor
Type Yi'ritten Exercise
1. Matching Game
In col\imn A are the names of some of the persons
and places mentioned in this unit, lirlte these
names on a separate sheet of paper. Then for
each name select from column B the group of words
that tell something about that person or place
A
Mohammed
Moors
Alhambra
Gaul
Charlemagne
Britain
Normandy
William
the Conq.ueror
B
was a fortress in Spain
commanded the waters
were Mohammedans in Spain
became England
landed in Greenland
became France
became King of England
is on the northern coast of
Stance
c
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TEXT C (continued)
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor (continued)
A B
Canute was the greatest king of the
Itanks
Eric the Red founded the Mohammedan religion
TEXT D
Egyptian Writing
Type Oral Discussion
1. Do present-day Egyptians write in hieroglyphics?
Building the lyramids
Type Oral Discussion
1. Do you think it was a good thing to bury so many
valuable articles in the tomb with a dead person?
Do people today do anything that is at all like thali?
laws of Hammurabi N A
The Olympic Games
Type Oral Discussion
1. What kinds of contests are carried on in the
Olympic games nowadays?
Type Things-to- do
1. Find out from your encyclopedia why a very long
race is called a Marathon.
2. Hold some Olympic games in your own school.
Battle of Marathon #
(
142
TEXT D (continued)
Fall of Rome IT A
Birth of Christ
Type Things-to-do
1. Show a copy of the New Testament, with the
different accounts of the life of Christ,
Signing the Magna Charta #
Battle of Hastings #
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor #
TEXT E
Egyptian Writing
Type Things-to-do
1. Using paper instead of papyrus, make a scroll such
as the sincient Egyptians used.
Building the lyramids
Type Oral Discussion
1. How were the pyramids used by the Egyptians?
2, Find out what the "Seven Wonders of the World"
were. Prepare to tell the class about them.
laws of Hamnrurabi
Type Oral Discussion
1. What important service did Hammurabi do for his
people?
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TEXT E (continued)
The Olympic Games
Type Things-to- do
1. With the help of your teacher act out the stoiy
of the first Marathon race.
Battle of Marathon N A
Eall of Rome
Type Oral Discussion
1. Why did the Roman Empire lose its power?
Birth of Christ
Type of Things-to-do
1, Und the names of Christ »s disciples and list them.
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Oral Discussion
1, Be able to tell why 1066 is an important date.
Type Things-to-do
1. With the help of your teacher dramatize a meeting
of nobles and churchmen at which King John»s
tyranny is being discussed.
Battle of Hastings
Type Oral Discussion
1. Be able to tell why 1066 is an important date.
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor
Type Things-to- do
1. Dramatize Charlemagne being crowned by the Pope.
ct
c
TEXT P
Egyptian Writing
Type Things- to- do
1. Make a roll to show the kind of a book a little
Egyptian boy read»
Building the I^ramids
Type Things-to- do
1. Make a pyramid and the Sphinx £rom clay
Laws of Hammurabi
Type Oral Discussion
1, Be able to prove, by reading trom your book, that
Babylonian laws were not the same for rich and poor.
The Olympic Games
Type Written Exercise
Matching Exercise
1. Find the group of words which explains the meaning
of each word in the left-hand column*
girdle a form of government in which
citizens make their own laws and
manage their own affairs.
drape a city square where goods are sold
Ijre a stringed musical instrument
festival a story about gods and goddesses
sculptor a line of marching people
procession a metal plate which is thrown in
a contest
myth a covering worn over the face
Ic
t •
c
TEXT P (continued)
The Olympic Games (continued)
mask a shairp pointed weapon
discus a person who carves statues
democracy a belt fastened around the waist
javelin an occasion when people celebrate
market place to cover with cloth which hangs
in loose folds
Type Oral Discussion
1. How did the Greeks show their love for the Olympic
festivals?
2, What contests were held at this festival?
3« What did winners at the Olympic festivals receive?
Battle of Marathon N A
Eall of Rome N A
Birth of Christ N A
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Written Exercise
Matching Exercise
1. Find the group of words which explains the meaning
of each word in the left-hand column.
rconasteiy a written promise of rights granted
by a 2:iiler to his people
monk a group of people who decide whether
or not a person is guilty of a crime
friar a man who gives up everything else
for religion and lives in a monastery
c
TEXT P (continued)
Signing the Magna Charta (continued)
jury a building where monks live
charta a man who gives up everything else
for religion and travels about doing
good deeds
Tjrpe Things-to-do
1. Act the scene in which the nobles compelled King
John to sign the Great Charta
•
Battle of Hastings N A
Charlemagne Crowned Emperor
Type Things-to- do
1, Act a scene that might have taken place in
Charlemagne * s court
.
TEXT G
Egyptian Writing
Type Things-to-do
1. Try to write a letter in picture writing. Then
try some rebus writing in which you use part
pictures and part letters.
Building the Pyramids
Type Things-to- do
1. Locate the pyramids on your map of Egypt.
2. Place important happenings on a time line.
Laws of Hammurabi IT A
cI
/
TEXT G (continued)
The Olympic G-ames
Type Oral Discussion
1, Imagine yourself a G-reek boy, and tell how your
father took you to the Olympic G-ames,
2, In our day there are sometimes held great contests
between athletes of different countries and such
contests are now called "Olympic G-ames," Can you
see why that is a good name for them? Can you
find out something about the contests in Los
Angeles in 1932, and in Berlin in 1936?
3* Why were no contests held in 1940 and 1944?
4. Do you think they should be revived?
Battle of Marathon
Type Things-to-do
1. Imagine yourself the Persian herald. Report the
Battle of Marathon to Darius.
2. Place two important dates on a time line.
Pall of Rome N A
Birth of Christ N A
Signing the Magna Charta
Type Things- to- do
1. Put the three most important dates on a time line.
2. Plan and act scenes from the stoiy of King John.
3. Without looking up the matter at all, arrange

TEXT G (continued)
Signing the Magna Charta (continued)
these events in the order in which they happened;
then look at your time line to see whether yoxoc
arrangement is correct: Magna Charta, Norman
Conquest, beginning of circuit courts, Edward's
Parliament, Simon's Parliament, the Peasant Re-
bellion.
Battle of Hastings
Type Things-to-do
1, On the time line mark the date for the Norman
Conquest.
2, List the ways in which the Norman Conquest helped
to give England a stronger government.
3, List other effects of the Conquest.
Charlenagne Crowned Emperor
Type Things-to-do
1. Compare Charlemagne as a conqueror and as a 27uler
with Alexander and with Caesar.
TABLE XV
Number Of Activities Per Each Of Ten Selected
Events In Seven European Background History Texts
Texts _A B C D E | G_
Egyptian Writing NA 1 1 1 1 1 1
Building
the I^ramids 11112 12

TABLE XV (continued)
AA •R XJ TP111 i; r«
jjoMO \jx ncniiutuxam Q INA ± TX
The Olympic Games NA 1 2 5 1 2 4
Battle of Marathon NA 1 NA # NA NA 2
Eall of Rome, NA 1 2 NA 1 NA NA
Birth of Christ NA 1 NA 1 1 NA NA
Signing the
Magna Charta 1 2 2 # 2 2 3
Battle of Hastings NA 2 NA # 1 NA 3
Charlemagne
Crowned Emperor 2 1 1 1 1 1
Table XV shows that every text recorded some type of
activity relative to the event, Building the Pyramids
Two events, Battle of Marathon and Birth of Christ had the
smallest number of activities. In six texts there was a
total of thirteen activities for the Olympic G-ames and a
total of twelve activities for Signing the Magna Charta .
All events had at least three activities relative to the
event
.
TABLE XVI
Total Number Of Different Activities
For All Ten Selected Events In Each Of Seven
European Background History Texts
Text A 4
Text B 12
Text C 9

TABLE XVI (continued)
Text D 6
Text E 11
Text F 10
Text G 16
Table XVI shows that text G had the largest nimber of
activities. Text B with twelve activities listed some
type of activity for all events. Text D has a good re-
presentation of activities, since four events, Battle of
Marathon
,
Signing the Magna Charta , Battle of Hastings ,
and Charlemagne Crowned Emperor were not foimd in the text.
TABLE XVII
Summary Table Of The Treatment Of Ten Selected
Events In Seven Eviropean Background History Texts
A B C D E P G
Total Word Count 1481 3761 5169 3459 2452 2146 2965
for Ten Selected
Events
Total number of 10 18 15 6 11 11 14
Men Mentioned for
Ten Selected events
Total Number of 10 25 29 17 25 20 28
Places Mentioned
for Ten Selected
Events
Total Number of 5 992525
Bates Mentioned
for Ten Selected
Events
Total Number of 8376476
Pictures for Ten
Selected Events
f
TABLE XVII (continued)
A B C I) E P a
Total Number of 1111 2
Pall Page Pictures
for Ten Selected
Events
Total Number of 3 2 2 3 2 1
Half Page Pictures
for Ten Selected
Events
Total Number of 5 6 3 5 3
less Than Half
Page Pictures for
Ten Selected Events
Total Number of 11 1 1
Pull Page Colored
Pictures for Ten
Selected Events
Total Number of 2 3
Half Page Colored
Pictures for Ten
Selected Events
Total Number of 2
Less Than Half Page
Colored Pictures
for Ten Selected
Events
Total Number of 4 12 9 6 11 10 16
Activities for
Ten Selected Events
Table XVII shows that text C had the largest total
word count. Text B mentioned the largest total number of
men. Texts E and P mentioned the same total number of men.
Text C mentioned a total of twenty-nine places which was
the largest number. Text G mentioned a total of twenty-
eight places . Texts B and C mentioned the largest total
fiostoD University
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number of dates. Texts A, E, and G each mentioned a total
of five dates. Text A had the largest total number of
pictures. Texts C and P had the second largest total num-
ber of pictures. Text G presented the most colored pictures
Texts A and E had the largest number of half page pictures.
Text C had six less than half page pictures. One full page
colored picture was found in texts B, C, E, and G. Texts
B and E had two and three half page colored pictures.
Text G had the largest total niimber of activities.
TABLE XVIII
Relative Rank In Total Y/ord Count For Ten
Selected Events In Seven European Background
History Texts
Texts _A B C_ _D_ _E Y_ G
7 2 1 3 5 6 4
TABIE XrX
Relative Rank In Different Items Por Ten
Selected Events In Seven European Background
History Texts
Texts A B C D E P G
Men 5 1 2 6 *4 3
Places 6 *3 1 5 4 2
Dates *1 *1 *3 '^3 4f2
Pictures 1 5 *2 *3 4 *2 *3
Pull Page
Pictures *2 *2 *2 *2 1
Half Page
Pictures 1 *2 *2 «-l ^:-2 3

Texts
TABLE XIX (continued)ABODE
Less Than Half
Page Pictxires *2 - 1 *3
Fall Page
Colored
Pictures - *1 - *1
Half Page
Colored
Pictures - 2 - - 1
Less Than Half
Page Colored
Pictures - - i - -
Activities 7 2 4 6 3
ftlndicates a tie
I
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AUD CONCLUSION
The knowledge which children acquire about events de-
pends upon the text used. If one text is used, the concepts
which the pupils get differ from those of another, as shown
in the Summary Table in Chapter IV. Since history textbooks
continue to dominate class instruction the teacher should
make a careful study of content material before selecting
the text.
The best method of drawing a conclusion from this study
is to summarize the individual textbooks . Each has its par-
ticular qualities; and it is by a summary of each that its
strong and weak features can be determined.
Text A
This book was copyright in 1945. Nine of the ten
selected events were found in the text, but the event,
Laws of Hanmiurabi
, was omitted. It had the lowest word
count in the treatment of the nine events. The discussion
of these was brief. Erom the data obtained for the total
word count of the other six texts, the writer believes that,
if the other event had been included, text A would still
have had the lowest total word count. It was in sixth
54
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place in the number of men mentioned and in seventh place
in mimber of places. In the analysis of the dates found
in the ten events it had second place. This was the same
rank as that of text E and G. Text A ranked first in the
number of pictures. This number included no colored
pictures.
Text B
This book which was copyright in 1948 is the latest
publication of the seven texts that were analyzed. Its
treatment of events is comprehensive. The Olympic Games
,
Birth of Christ , and Signing the Magna Charta are out-
standing in the discussion given them. It has the largest
number of men, and third highest in the number of places
mentioned. It holds first place, as does text C for the
number of dates. As regards pictures, the number is the
smallest of all the texts but the size and fine coloring
of the illustrations, relative to the events, gives it
high rank in this respect*
Text C
This book was copyright in 1946, and ranks first in
total word count for the ten selected events. The Signing
of the Magna Chajrta is treated very extensively. Its dis-
cussion of the events. Building the I^ramids
, and Birth of
Christ is nearly the same. The event, Olympic Games is
cc
(
presented in a descriptive manner, which gives the child
a good concept of the event. It has second place in the
number of men mentioned, and is first in places mentioned.
Texts B and C list the same total number of dates. Six
of the seven pictures found in the text are less than
half page pictures. One full page picture, "King John
Signing the Magna Charta" is presented
•
Text D
This book, copyright in 1942, is the only text to
omit as many as four of the ten selected events. One
other book, text A, omitted one. The text, nevertheless,
is outstanding in its treatment of the events that are
presented. A large word count is given Egyptian V/riting ,
Building the Pyramids , and Laws of Hammurabi . It has the
distinction of narrating the latter event more in detail
than any of the other texts. The same kind of treatment
was given the event, Egyptian Writing . Seventeen places
are mentioned. In the event Olympic Games and Laws of
Hammurabi more places are mentioned than in any of the
other texts. There are good sized pictures illustrating
Egyptian Writing
,
Olympic Games and Building the Pyramids .
Even though four events are omitted it ranks favorably
among the texts.
c
Text E
This book is one of the later texts, copyright in
% 1946. The word count places it fifth. In the number of
places mentioned it holds the same position as does text
B, which is the latest publication in this analysis » Pive
dates appear in texts E, A, and G. This number gives these
three texts second place in dates listed in the ten events.
It has next to the smallest number of pictures but like
text B, which has the smallest, it presents all colored
illustrations. The eleven men mentioned gives it a position
fifth in the list of texts.
,i
Text P
This text, a 1945 publication, ranks sixth in word
count. It mentions eleven men and twenty places. It
mentions the smallest number of dates for the ten events.
There are seven pictures, five of which are less than half
page. No captions are given for any of the seven pictures.
Text G
This book, copyright in 1944, received a word count
which places it fourth on the list. It holds second place
in word count for the event, Signing the Magna Chairta .
Fourteen men and twenty-eight places are recorded. Two
dates are found, the same as in texts A and E. It is the
<c
only text to carry two full page pictures. "The Athenian
Charge at Marathon" is a full page colored pictiire.
These texts were analyzed for the purpose of finding
out if there were any significant differences between
various texts as far as treatment of ten selected events
is concerned.
The data show that the texts varied in respect to
the items analyzed in each event namely; word coimt, men,
places, dates, pictures, and activities. All events were
found in five texts . Text A omitted Laws of Hammurabi
and text D omitted Battle of Marathon
,
Signing the Magna
Chart
a
, Battle of Hastings , and Charlemagne Crowned
Emperor .
There was a wide variation in the extent of treat-
ment for each of the ten selected events in the seven
texts . Table II shows the specific word count for each
event in the different texts.
The data presented in Table V regarding men mentioned,
show that in most of the events there was not a large
number of men mentioned o However, the men mentioned did
appear quite frequently in the event, as recorded in the
different texts. The kind of event, such as. Signing the
Magna Charta
, determined to some extent the number of
men mentioned. Text B, the latest of the seven texts,
mentioned the largest total number of different men in
oc
all of the ten selected events. Texts E and P mentioned
the same total number of men. The total number of different
men mentioned in all events was thirty-one.
The number of different places mentioned for all events
was seventy- five. In text C the largest number of places
was mentioned in the event Charlemagne Crowned Emperor .
Egyptian Writing mentioned the smallest number of places.
Text C had a total of twenty-nine places, which was the
largest for all texts. Text A, with a total number of
ten places, had the smallest number.
Dates as presented in Table IX appeared less frequently
than did men and places. Pour different dates were listed
for the events Fall of Rome and Battle of Hastings . No
dates related to two events, Egyptian Writing and Birth of
Christ were mentioned. Texts B and C had a total of nine
dates which was the largest for all texts. Texts A, E,
and Gr had a total of five dates and texts P and D had a
total of two. The number of different dates for all events
was twenty-two.
The number of pictures related to each event varied
from none to eight. The events, Olympic Games and Building
the Pyramids were illustrated the largest number of times.
There were no pictures for the event, Pall of Rome . Text
A had a total of eight pictures, the largest number for
all texts. Text B had the smallest total number of pictures,
c
but all of them were colored. Text E had a total of four
pictures all of which were colored. Texts B, C, and E
showed one full page colored picture for Signing the Magna
Charta and text G- had a full page colored picture for the
Battle of D^Iarathon , Texts B and E had a total of five
half page colored pictures. Text C presented two less
than half page colored pictures. The remaining texts A,
D, and P had no colored pictures. Eleven colored pictures
out of a total of forty- one pictures were found in the
seven texts.
The activities were divided into three categories:
oral discussion, written exercises, and things-to-do. Of
these three types of suggested activities oral discussion
and things-to-do were equally represented in the ten
selected events in the seven texts. There was a small
representation of written exercise activities. Text A had
the smallest number of activities, all of which were oral
discussion. Text B listed some kind of activity for all
events. Sixteen activities listed in text G gave it first
place among the texts. It did not present activities for
all the events as did text B, but since the events, Signijqg
the Magna Charta and Battle of Hastings each listed three
activities it ranked first.
The differences which have been cited show that there
is a significant variation in the extent of treatment of
c
ten selected events in seven European Backgroxmd history
texts
.
In view of the fact that a child may study only one
text this type of analysis may be of some value in helping
facilitate a ji^dicious selection of classroom texts to be
used in the tieaching of European Background history.
Such an analysis as this suggests possibilities of
further research in more recent European Background history
texts, A larger number of different texts and events
could be selected in order to obtain broader findings.
c
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I
The writer has selected one event which was found in
the seven texts in order to show the difference in extent
of treatment. The event, The Olympic Games , was chosen
because of the wide variation in word count.
The Olympic Games
Text A
Many festivals were held in honor of the
gods . Among these were the Olympic games in
honor of Zeus. ¥rom all parts of Greece the
people came to participate in these contests.
It was felt that a victor was honored by the
gods and had brought honor to his city. The
modem Olympic games were suggested by these
gajnes of the early Greeks.
Text B
Boys and girls in all the city-states of
Greece liked to play as well as you do. Little
children in those early days played with dolls
and with small carts. On summer days, they liked
to swing high in the air. Boys like to run races,
to wrestle, and to throw the spear. As they grew
older, they trained so that they could take part
in the national games
.
The most famous of these national games took
place at Olympia in honor of Zeus, chief of all
gods . The Olympian games were held every four
years in the summertime.
c
Today, atlaletes from many nations meet to
run races, to jump, to wrestle, to throw the
discus, and to take part in other games. We
call these modem international contests the
Ol3rmpic games. They are held in a different
co-ontry every four years, except when nations
are at war. They were held in the United States
in 1904 and in 1932.
Long ago, only Greeks were allowed to take
part. If the ancient Greeks were fighting when
it came time for their Olympian games, the war
was stopped for one month. This month of truce
gave men time to go to the games and return.
The games were important to the Greeks, even
more important than war.
Each city-state sent its representatives
to Olympia to take part in the games. Other
men and boys from the Greek city-states and from
the Greek colonies went to watch the games. Some
crossed the sea in ships. Some rode horses or
donkeys. Some walked long, dusty miles to Olympia.
There were never enough inns to take care of the
crowds. Some people brought their own tents,
bedding, and slaves. Others wrapped themselves
in their long robes and slept on the floor of a
temple porch.
The young men who were to take part in the
athletic events went to Olympia early in order to
receive their last bit of hard training. Before
the games began, each candidate promised to play
fair and to obey all the rules.
The games lasted five days. On the first
day, sacrifices were offered to the god Zeus.
This was a solemn ceremony. The representatives
from the city-states rode in chariots to the
temple of Zeus . There each one gave a gift from
his city-state to the god. The temple had in it
a great statue of Zeus made of gold and ivory.
The face of the statue was so full of kindness
that men forgot their troubles when they looked
at it.
<
The athletic events began on the second day.
Very early in the morning, the visitors hurried
to the stadium to get their seats. Here they
watched young men run foot races, wrestle and box,
jump, throw the javelin, and hurl the discus.
Jumping, hurling the discus, and throwing the
javelin were all done to the music of the flute
•
Most exciting of all sports were the chariot races
.
These were held on a race track called the hippo-
drome. There were seats for spectators as at our
race tracks. The poet Homer says that each driver
struck his horses with the reins, called to them
with words, and flew in a cloud of dust across
the plain.
The awards to the winners of the contests
were made on the last day while the excited crowd
watched. Y/reaths, made of leaves, cut from an
olive tree, were the victors* crowns. A herald
called the names of the winners. As a winner
stepped forward, his father's name and the name
of his city-state were announced by the herald.
Then one of the judges placed the crown of olive
leaves on the young man's head. That v;as a proud
moment for the victor and for his home city.
There were other honors waiting for the
victor. Poets wrote poems about him, and sculptors
made statues of him. When the winner reached his
home city, special honors awaited him. Some times
the city government ordered a part of the wall to
be tom down so that the victor could enter by a
new route over which no man had ever walked.
Athens gave each winner the privilege of eating
at the table where only the men who ruled the city
ate •
At the Olympic Games, in the great crowds of
Greeks who sat together to watch the young athletes,
were people who rarely saw one another at any other
time. After the games, they went home to live
richer lives because they had been to Olympiao
They had talked and exchanged ideas with men from
other city-states. They had listened to speeches
by orators. They had bought gifts from merchants
of many lands who sold their wares in the booths
i
at Olympia, They had seen athletes in contests
and races which called forth good judgment and
the best sportsmanship. All of these things helped
to give the people common interests and to make
them proud to call themselves Grreeks*
The Olympian games were so important to the
Greeks that they marked time by them. The time be-
tween the games was called an Olympiad.
Text 0
Believing that the gods liked to see men
using strength and skill to do them honor, the
Greeks often held festivals in which they engaged
in different kinds of athletic contests. The most
impo2rtant festival was that held once in every
four years at beautiful Ol3rmpia in southwestern
Greece in honor of Zeus, the greatest of the gods.
Months before the festival, heralds traveled
all over the Greek world announcing the date on
which it was to begin. If there happened to be
a war between some of the city-states at the time,
a truce was declared for a month, so that people
could go to the celebration and return to their
homes in safety.
On the first day of the games people thronged
into the stadium where all the best athletes were
to contest in races and other forms of sport.
Suddenly there was silence as the judges, clothed
in purple, took their places at a long table. On
it lay the precious crowns made from branches of
the sacred olive tree which shaded the altar of
Zeus, These were to be given to the victors in
the races. Now came those who were to take paii;
in the contests - tall, straight youths; young
boys; full-grown men; muscular and tanned.
A trumpet sounded and the first race began.
Runners sprang forward and sped with quick, rhythmic
pace down the stadium. Twelve times they must go
around the course. The people shouted joyously as
one of the runners dashed in first at the goal.
i
Proudly the victor advanced to the table,
where one of the judges placed on his head the
olive wreath. The herald called out his name,
and the name of his father, and the city from
which he came . The people cheered and showered
him with garlands of dn.owers.
All day long there were races - short races
and long races, races for boys, and races for
soldiers wearing heavy armor and canrying heavy
shields
•
Then came the discus-throwers. These were
very strong young athletes. The discus was a
round plate made of stone or metal. The thrower
stood holding the discus in his left hand. When
the time for throwing it csime, he changed it to
his right hand. Stooping to take aim, he turned
his body around on his right foot, one knee
slightly bent, and swung the heavy weight far
behind him. Then straightening up he rose to his
full height and sprang into the air as he cast
the discus into space.
The next day there were jumping contests.
Running forward at lightening speed, the jumpers,
one after another, leaped into soft sand. An
attendant measured the distance each contestant
had jumped.
Now it was time for the wrestling matches.
Pairs of celebrated wrestlers faced each other.
They seized each other and struggled back and
forth, their bodies twisting and running until
one, by his skill, suddenly succeeded in throwing
the other in a sprawling heap on the sand of the
arena. Then they renewed the contest, A second
time the two strong wrestlers seized each other.
Again they struggled. A third time they matched
their strength. The one who threw his opponent
three times was the victor.
On the last day the games took place in the
hippodrome, where the contests of horses and
chariots were held. These were the most exciting
events of all. The rich nobles put their swiftest
i
horses in the chariot races, and engaged pro-
fessional charioteers to drive them.
The trumpet sounded, and forty four-horsed
chariots started, a hundred and sixty fleet
horses dashing along the course. There was the
din of rattling chariots and beating hoofs. The
horses flew along, their bodies covered with foam.
Each charioteer, urging his horses forward, tried
to pass his rivals.
At each end of the track was a pillar to
mark the place where the chariots were to tiim.
They must go twelve times around the course. The
tioming places were the more dangerous, especially
when one charioteer tried to pass his rival there.
Chariots were oveirtumed, horses fell, wheels flew
off, and the occupants of the chariots were hurled
to the ground. A storm of cheers greeted the
driver who, with a headlong dash, drove his horses
in first at the goal.
The great week of the games ended with a day
of joyous celebration.
When a victor returned to his home, more
honors awaited him. Riding in a splendid chariot
and escourted by hundreds of other chariots, the
returning hero approached the city. Part of the
city wall had been tom down so that the procession
might pass through. "What use of walls of defense
for a city that has such brave sons?" cried the
people
.
Text D
The Greeks all believed in the same gods.
They made journeys to the same temples - no matter
in what city- state a certain temple might be
located. They visited the same holy places.
Some of the greatest of their religious
meetings would not seem to us to be religious at
all. These were the "games" held every four years
in the city-state of Olympia. At that time there

were contests in art, in writing, in giving plays,
and in such things as running and jiimping.
The people who entered the contests came from
all over the Greek world. Sculptors brought the
statues they had carved. Poets brought the best
poems they had written during the last four years.
The best runners and jumpers came from every village.
The games lasted a week. On one day would be
the contest in poetry. On other days there would
be running, jumping, wrestling, throwing the spear,
throwing the discus, and boxing.
The prize was not money - it was honor. The
winners received a wreath of laiorel leaves to be
worn on the head. Their names were known in every
village. Poems v/ere written about them. Statues
of them were carved; these were set up in the
market place of their home states. Do you suppose
our atliletes today would be satisfied with such
honors as these? Or would they want money instead?
To the Greeks such honors meant more than
large sums of money. No single person in Egypt or
Babylonia, in India or China, had ever been so well
known as were the winners of the contests in Greece,
But the Greeks loved to feel important; they liked
to feel that each person was respected. The
winners of the contests were the most respected of
all.
The Olympic games were kept up for hundreds
of years. Then they were stopped for more than
fifteen hundred years. During that time most people
forgot there ever had been such things. But lately
the plan of holding contests among citizens from
many states has been begun again. Nowadays Olympic
games are held every four years except when the
world is at war.
Text E
Of all the celebrations held in honor of the
gods, the Olympic games were the most famous. They
were held at Olympia every four years in honor of

Zeus. Not only Athenians and Spaartans but also
Greeks from all parts of the country and even
from many of the G-reek colonies came to this
celebration, which lasted nearly a week.
At first the contests were in running only.
Later wrestling, spear-throwing, and jumping
were added. Still later, boxing, horse racing,
and chariot racing became exciting contests.
Finally even poets, artists, and orators took
paii; in the program.
The winning of a prize in an Olympic con-
test was the highest honor a Greek could get.
Although the prize was only a wreath of wild-
olive leaves cut from a sacred olive tree, the
winner was thought to be favored by the gods.
For this reason great honor was paid neb
only to the winner but also to his family. He
was given a home and food for the rest of his
life. He was also given a special seat of honor
at all the public games. Poets wrote his praises
and statues were set up in his honor.
Text F
The greatest festival in all Greece was the
one held in honor of Zeus each fourth year at
Olympia. Every Greek loved this festival. Even
when the city-states were at war among themselves,
they always made peace long enough to hold the
Olympic games.
All Greek men took exercises but those who
entered the Olympic contests trained for many
months. They must have strong bodies and have
done no wrong against the gods.
There were contests in wrestling, i-unning,
jumping, throwing the discus, and throwing the
javelin. The discus was made of metal and shaped
rather like a plate . The javelin was a sharp
pointed weapon. In the later Olympic games
chariot racing was added as a contest. A foot
5 •:
race that covered a distance of twenty- six miles
was an interesting event.
As the time of the festival drew near, the
roads were filled with men and boys, on foot and
on horseback. Slaves followed each party cairying
food and beds, for there were few hotels.
The travelers made camp near the fields where
the contests were held. It was a merry crowd.
Beggars moved about asking for money. Traders set
up their tables and did a lively business buying
and selling goods . Poets repeated their verses to
any who would listen. Poiininetellers were busy.
Boys played their lyres and sang. Everyone was
happy and gay.
The festival opened with offerings to Zeus.
Contests followed one after another until they
closed in the excited heat of the chariot races.
On the last day of the festival the winners were
each crowned with a wreath of wild olive leaves.
This was the only prize at the Olympic festival,
though in their home cities the winners might
receive gifts. It was not the gift nor the olive
wreath but the honor which made them most happy.
Ko Greek could know a higher honor than to be a
winner in the Olympic games.
Text G
The Olympic games were for all Greeks every-
where, even in distant colonies, and no one but
a Greek could take part in them. So they helped
to make the Greeks feel themselves one people
against all the outside world. Many men from the
different nations of Greece became better ac-
quainted with one another there.
For months before one of the celebrations,
heralds traveled from city to city to announce
the exact time. Then from all parts of the Greek
world men journeyed toward Olympia, The only
prize given there was a simple wreath of olive
leaves; but everyone felt that a victor in those
games was a favorite of the gods and that he brought
great honor to his city. Often, on his return home,
his fellow- citizens put up a statue in memory of
his victory.

APEEiroiX II
In text A the event Qlympio Games had a word count of
sixty-three. The treatment of the event was presented in
five factual statements.
In text B the event, Olympic G-ames was treated most
extensively. It was given a word count of eight hundred
and fifty-four. The content material was organized into
twelve paragraphs, each of which gave a descaription of
the different phases of the event. The time, place, par-
ticipants, types of games, honors, and awards were described.
In text C the event, Olympic Games , was given a vjord
count of seven hundred ninety-one. The event was presented
in fourteen narrative paragraphs which could be easily
understood by its readers. Simple declarative sentences
were used in relating much of the event.
Text D gave the event, Olympic Games a word count
of three hundred fifty-eight. It was treated in simple
narration. The religious significance of the games was
stressed. Two paragraphs described the honors which were
bestowed upon the winner.
Text E gave the event, Olympic Games a word count of
one hundred ninety-eight. The content material was pre-
sented in four paragraphs which described the participants.
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types of contests, and the honors bestowed upon the winner
and his family.
Text P gave the event, Olympic G-ames a word count of
three hundred twenty-three . Three of the six descriptive
paragraphs stressed the importance of the games in the
life of the G-reek people.
Text G had the next to the lowest word count, with
one hundred forty- eight words recorded. The event was
presented in two factual paragraphs. They stressed the
idea of Greek unity which was manifested in the celebration
of the Olympic Games.
1


